We study the ergodic properties of excited states in a model of interacting fermions in quasione-dimensional chains subjected to a random vector potential. In the noninteracting limit, we show that arbitrarily small values of this complex off-diagonal disorder trigger localization for the whole spectrum; the divergence of the localization length in the single-particle basis is characterized by a critical exponent ν which depends on the energy density being investigated. When shortrange interactions are included, the localization is lost, and the system is ergodic regardless of the magnitude of disorder in finite chains. Our numerical results suggest a delocalization scheme for arbitrary small values of interactions. This finding indicates that the standard scenario of the many-body localization cannot be obtained in a model with random gauge fields.
The topic of localization in disordered quantum systems is long-standing [1] [2] [3] . While Anderson [1] initially showed that disorder on on-site energy levels drives localization of single-particle states, it took about 50 years to have a better understanding of how interactions affect this picture.. For small values of interactions, perturbative calculations [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] have demonstrated that under certain conditions localization at high temperatures still occurs. This has been also confirmed via several numerical simulations of different quantum models [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Not only of theoretical relevance, this phenomenon, dubbed many-body localization (MBL) [17, 18] , has recently been explored experimentally with trapped ultracold atoms [19] [20] [21] and ion chains [22] .
One of the remarkable consequences of MBL is its manifest breakdown of the scheme proposed by the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) [23] [24] [25] [26] , which explains how a generic isolated quantum system thermalizes when taken far from equilibrium without the necessity of coupling it to an external bath. In the presence of sufficiently strong disorder, however, thermalization induced by interactions is halted, and the quantum system may preserve the memory of its initial conditions for arbitrarily long times. This latter property was recently used as verification of MBL in systems of ultracold atoms in one- [19] and two-dimensional [20, 21] optical lattices. If properly isolated, MBL systems may also be used as prototypical quantum memories with potential use for information processing in quantum computers [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Most of the studies that investigate the breakdown of thermalization and ergodicity share in common the situation where disorder is introduced by random scalar potentials (diagonal disorder) in analogy with the original Anderson model for localization. Even in the noninteracting limit, further investigations have shown that Anderson-like localization also takes place with real offdiagonal disorder away from singular energies in which the density of states diverges, as in fermionic systems with hopping disorder [31] [32] [33] . In this paper we address the question of whether a complex off-diagonal disorder may display localization in the presence of interactions. Physically, we aim to elucidate if a random vector potential may also result in MBL in quasi-one-dimensional chains. As the random vector potential breaks timereversal symmetry, it also allows the study of ergodicity (and its potential breakdown) in systems whose corresponding ensemble of random matrices, with similar spectral statistics of the system's Hamiltonian, is the Gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE) rather than the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE) [34, 35] , prominently used in the case of random scalar potentials.
From the experimental point of view, there has been an intense effort to produce artificial gauge fields in optical lattices using different techniques [36] [37] [38] . While some of these methods may inherently generate artificial homogeneous gauge fields, for example, by periodically shaking the lattice [39] , others, such as the ones that explore the synthetic dimensions of the atoms via their internal states with an additional resonant laser field [40] , have the potential of being generalized to the situation of site-dependent or even random fields, ultimately allowing the emulation of the model studied in this paper.
II. MODEL AND LOCALIZATION IN NONINTERACTING SYSTEMS
The model with random vector potential (also known as the random flux model) has one particularity: By performing a suitable local gauge transformation one can eliminate the inhomogeneous Peierls phases in the hoppings, stemming from the vector potential, in one of the spatial dimensions. Hence, the problem is trivial in one-dimensional systems with nearest-neighbor hoppings. Nevertheless, by introducing next-nearestneighbor hoppings the lattice becomes equivalent to a triangular ladder, in which there is a finite and random magnetic flux for each triangular plaquette. This is the scenario we explore here [see cartoon in Fig. 1(a) ]. We initially study the localization properties in the following noninteracting HamiltonianĤ 0 :
(e ıφjĉ † jĉj+2 + H.c.), whereĉ † j (ĉ j ) creates (annihilates) a spinless fermion on site j; t and t are the hopping amplitudes between the nearest and next-nearest neighbors. The random phases φ j are chosen from a symmetric and uniform distribution − Φ 2 , Φ 2 , and Φ, the disorder amplitude, assumes values in [0, 2π] . In direct contrast to the random scalar potential, the disorder promoted by the random vector potential is bounded by its maximum value Φ max = 2π. We restrict ourselves to the situation where t = t/2, with t = 1.0 setting the energy scale, and use open boundary conditions [41] in lattices with L sites. We use full exact diagonalization (ED) for the smaller system sizes while in the larger lattices employing a numerically efficient contour integration technique [42] to obtain approximately 600 eigenpairs in the target energy ranges for each disorder realization. It is worth mentioning thatĤ 0 breaks time-reversal, particle-hole, and sublattice symmetries, precluding the manifestation of any topological order [43] .
It is not immediately clear whether the random vector potential induces single-particle localization. The density of states (DOS), displayed as a function of the energy density ε ≡ (E − E 0 )/(E max − E 0 ) in Fig. 1(a) , possesses van Hove singularities which are smeared out by increasing disorder. In the low-disorder regime the structure in DOS potentially signals a markedly different behavior for the various energy densities. To track whether localization takes place we calculate the ratio of adjacent gaps r n = min[δ
, with the gaps δ E n ≡ E n − E n−1 , and {E n } is the sorted list of energy levels [9] . This quantity has been widely used as a probe of chaos in quantum systems [14, 16, [44] [45] [46] . In the localized phase, the repulsion of energy levels is lost, and the level spacings display a Poisson distribution with r P = 2 ln 2 − 1 ≈ 0.386 [47] . Figure 1(b) shows the disorder-averaged ratio of adjacent gaps r (throughout the paper · denotes disorder averaging) at the energy density ε = 0.5 as a function of the disorder amplitude. Here and in the following, for the case of full ED we get r ε by averaging the results over a window ∆ε = 0.02 around the targeted energy density ε. All the different lattice sizes eventually reach the Poisson limit for a given Φ c (L), indicating localization. To obtain the critical disorder Φ c in the thermodynamic limit we use a function of the form f (Φ − Φ c )L 1/ν [14] which scales the ratio of adjacent gaps [see inset in Fig. 1(b) ]. Remarkably, Φ c is zero for the whole range of energy densities, which is similar to the situation of random scalar potentials in one-dimensional lattices. The critical exponent ν, which is related to the divergence of the single-particle correlation length near a critical energy density ε c by ξ(ε) ∼ |ε − ε c | −ν , possesses the energy dependence displayed in Fig. 1(c) . It is not possible, however, to rule The ratio of adjacent gaps for lattice sizes up to L = 512 000 in the middle part of the spectrum and (c) the values of the critical exponent related to the divergence of the correlation length in different parts of the spectrum. We use the method described in Ref. [42] for the three largest system sizes and full ED for the others.
out the scenario of having an exponentially small fraction of the states with a diverging single-particle localization length. This was proposed in Ref. [48] , and systems described by the HamiltonianĤ 0 may then display a marginal Anderson localization [49] .
Some details of the scaling procedure are in order. To carefully obtain the critical disorder Φ c in the thermodynamic limit, we fit polynomials of degree n to the data of r and (Φ−Φ c )L 1/ν by using the least-squares method. In Fig. 2 we plot the corresponding fitting error for n = 12 in the two-dimensional parameter space {Φ c , ν} at different energy densities. Essentially, this method allows us to simultaneously estimate the best set of parameters that scale the quantity under investigation. The best values of Φ c (ε, n) and ν(ε, n) are determined by the points with the smallest fitting errors, marked by the dark blue dots in the plots (see Appendix A for an analysis of the polynomial order used in the extraction of best values).
Apart from the ratio of adjacent gaps which examine the degree of ergodicity of the system, manifest in the eigenvalue properties, we also investigate the degree of delocalization of the eigenstates. For the αth single-particle eigenstate |α = j φ (α) j |j , where |j denotes the real-space single-particle basis state and φ is its corresponding weight in the eigenstate, one can calculate the inverse participation ratio (IPR):
. In the case of extended eigenstates, the amplitudes φ j are independent random variables resulting in an IPR proportional to the system size L. In contrast, for the case of localized eigenstates, it is a constant value independent of L. Thus, the normalized value R×L −d (d is the real space dimensionality of the system, i.e., d = 1 in our case) can be used as an "order parameter" detecting the delocalization-localization transition. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , for all system sizes, R ε=0.5 /L is equal to 2/3 when the disorder Φ is weak. In turn, as we increase Φ, the value of R ε=0.5 /L drops quickly to a small value proportional to 1/L [see merging of the data in Fig. 3(c) ]. In agreement with the analysis of the ratio of adjacent gaps, this suggests a mechanism of induced localization after increasing disorder. To highlight the importance of a proper finite-size scaling analysis, in Fig. 3(b) we show a finite-size phase diagram in the parameter space {ε, Φ/2π} for a system with L = 16 000. From this picture we can infer the transition between extended states and localized states as being associated with whether the IPR is extensive or not. From that one would wrongly conclude that the disorder strength that leads to localization is finite and also is smaller for larger energy densities.
However, similar to the ratio of adjacent gaps r, the IPR can also satisfy a finite-size scaling form near the transition point as
The obtained values of Φ c and ν after the scaling agree with the ones obtained from the scaling of r; the corresponding data collapse for energy density ε = 0.5 is shown in Fig. 3(d) . 
III. ERGODICITY IN INTERACTING HAMILTONIANS
Motivated by the single-particle localization in the noninteracting case, we now investigate whether a random magnetic field can also promote localization in interacting HamiltoniansĤ =Ĥ 0 +Ĥ I . We introduce the nearest-neighbor interactions between the spinless fermions (Ĥ I = V in ini+1 ) with strength V (n i ≡ĉ † iĉ i
is the fermion number operator) and restrict the study to half filling [50] . Again, to analyze the localizationergodicity properties, now in the many-body basis, we display in Fig. 4 the ratio of adjacent gaps as a function of the disorder amplitude Φ for increasing values of interaction and different system sizes at the middle of the spectrum (ε = 0.5). In the noninteracting case (V = 0), r fluctuates around the Poisson limit, suggesting localization. On the other hand, for finite interactions, the ratio of adjacent gaps departs from that limit, and when V = 0.8, it reaches the GUE limit (r GUE ≈ 0.60266 [47] ) for the whole range of disorder amplitudes studied, even for the smaller lattice L = 14, indicating ergodic behavior. As expected, finite-size effects are more prominent at small values of V , but the tendency to delocalization is clear in the thermodynamic limit regardless of the disorder strength. This can be observed by comparing the values for different system sizes [Figs. 4(a)-4(e)] and noting that r monotonically tends to r GUE when L increases. Thus, in contrast to the random scalar potentials where localization is eventually recovered at a critical value of the disorder amplitude, within the random vector potential scheme, delocalization promoted by interactions is robust regardless of the disorder strength. This trend is not particular to the middle part of the spectrum. Figure 5 displays the disorder-averaged ra- , the ratio of adjacent gaps already reaches the ergodic value r = r GUE , and the range in energy densities in which this is true becomes wider as one increases the system size. This is indicative that in the thermodynamic limit one would not observe a many-body mobility edge.
IV. QUENCH DYNAMICS
The analysis of the ergodicity of the spectrum, while useful from the theoretical point of view to probe the transition between thermalization and MBL, is, in general, elusive in experiments. Only in very particular setups [22] is one able to actually obtain the level spacings of a generic quantum many-body system. In that sense, alternative methods have been used to probe these phases. The most common is to follow the dynamic properties of a carefully prepared quantum system. Specifically, experiments in optical lattices employ high-fidelity preparation of initial states whose properties are well known, for example, by confining the atoms in certain regions of the trapping environment. By measuring how the information of the initial prepared state is preserved for long times after the release of this constraint one is able to identify the regimes where disorder is sufficient to lead to the MBL phenomenon. Thus, like for the experiments, we compute the unitary time evolution, governed byĤ =Ĥ 0 +Ĥ I , of a particular initial state: |Ψ 0 = |101010 . . . , which represents a fully formed charge-density wave. An observable that quantifies this initial information is called the charge imbalance I = ( n e − n o )/( n e + n o ), wheren e(o) = i=even(odd)n i . Figure 6 (a) shows the relaxation dynamics of the imbalance for the largest disorder strength (Φ = 2π) and L = 18; dashed lines depict the so-called diagonal ensemble (DE) values which for a system that does not possess degeneracies represent the infinite-time average for this observable [25] . This latter quantity can be thought of as an order parameter of the MBL transition itself [19, 21] . If the system thermalizes, the initial charge-density wave is washed out [16, 19] , resulting in a vanishing imbalance in the infinite-time limit, whereas in the MBL phase it is markedly finite [51] . The DE prediction of the imbalance can be written in terms of the eigenstates |α with corresponding eigenenergies E α of H, the projections of the initial state in the eigenstates c α = Ψ 0 |α , and the eigenstate expectation values I αα via I DE ≡ α |c α | 2 I αα [25] . Consistent with the analysis of the ratio of adjacent gaps, the initial information ( Ψ 0 |Î|Ψ 0 = 1) is lost after the time evolution with typical equilibration times [52] shorter for larger strengths of the interactions. This suggests that the MBL phase is not present even when the disorder strength is maximum. A careful finite-size analysis is in order to support this claim. Figure 6 (b) displays the disorder average of I DE as a function of the disorder strength for different system sizes with the smallest interaction studied (V = 0.1). In this limit, finite-size effects are larger for Φ = 2π, but system size extrapolation of these results (inset) shows that all the initial information is lost at arbitrarily long times in the thermodynamic limit. The relaxation dynamics protocol mentioned above can be ill conditioned in experiments if the initial state is close to an eigenstate of the system. For this purpose, we investigate the many-body DOS of the interacting system, which is known to display a Gaussian shape. As an example, we plot the DOS for L = 18, V = 0.2, and several disorder strengths in Fig. 7(a) . The inclusion of Φ does not substantially affect the DOS except at the edges of the spectrum. In turn, in Fig. 7(b) we show the dependence of the DOS with increasing interactions V . In this case the DOS shifts to higher energies as V increases, but the energy of the initial state Ψ 0 |Ĥ|Ψ 0 = 0 regardless of the interaction magnitude. Hence, in the large-V limit, the initial state is dangerously close in energy to the ground state of the final Hamiltonian, and the proposed analysis one could use in experiments to probe the delocalization, i.e., by means of the quench dynamics of an initial charge-density-wave state, might be compro- mised in this limit. Nevertheless, the choice of |Ψ 0 in the present work is still able to demonstrate the delocalization for weak interactions.
V. THERMALIZATION AND ETH PREDICTIONS
The complete lack of information on the initial conditions after the relaxation dynamics is a characteristic of generic quantum systems that thermalize [25, 26] . In this situation the ETH predicts that the results of the infinite-time average and the estimates from the relevant statistical ensemble (for our isolated quantum system, we use the microcanonical one [53] ) should be equivalent in the thermodynamic limit if the system equilibrates [as we have verified in Fig. 6(a) ]. To quantify this equivalence we show in Fig. 8 the relative difference between the predictions of the diagonal and microcanonical ensembles for two few-body observables: the kinetic energy (K =Ĥ 0 ) and the zero-momentum occupancy
The latter is readily obtained from absorption images after time-of-flight expansions in optical lattices [54] . In both cases this relative difference is always 8% and decreases with the size of the system for the whole range of disorder values studied. A precise finite-size scaling with the few system sizes available is elusive, but this trend suggests that the prediction of the two ensembles will match in the thermodynamic limit. This ultimately leads to thermalization, 
FIG. 8. (Color online) Normalized disorder average difference between the diagonal and the microcanonical ensemble predictions vs the disorder strength Φ for (a) the kinetic energy and (b) the zero-momentum occupancy. In both cases we report the results for the smallest interactions studied, V = 0.1, and the energy window for obtaining the microcanonical results is ∆E = 0.1.
as pointed out by the ETH, even for values of interactions V of the order of 2% of the noninteracting bandwidth. Finally, ETH also predicts that the eigenstate expectation values of few-body operators in quantum systems that thermalize become a smooth function of the energy [23] [24] [25] [26] . We verify this scenario for the imbalance [ Fig. 9(a) ] and for the zero-momentum occupation [ Fig. 9(b) ] for the smallest value of interaction that already displays ergodicity in our finite systems (V = 0.2) and the largest disorder Φ = 2π. Both quantities follow the ETH prediction with supports that become narrower with increasing system size. Quantitatively, this is related to the exponentially small eigenstate-to-eigenstate fluctuations for the expectation values of few-body operators with increasing system sizes. For a generic operatorÔ, we define this eigenstate-to-eigenstate fluctuation as ∆O ≡ |O αα − O α+1,α+1 | [55] [56] [57] . In order to properly compute the average value of the fluctuations one needs to filter out the states at the edges of the spectrum, which do not exhibit quantum chaotic behavior in finite lattices with two-body interactions. On the other hand, it is not justifiable to select the states in the central half of the spectrum, as the corresponding range in energy becomes increasingly small for larger lattices due to the strong divergence of the DOS in the thermodynamic limit. Hence, to probe whether ETH works at temperatures other than infinite temperatures, we select the eigenstates with eigenenergies E α such that (E α − E GS )/|E GS | < x thr and (E D − E α )/E D < x thr , where E GS is the ground-state energy and E D is the energy of the state of highest energy in the spectrum. In the present work we use x thr = 0.8. dimension of the Hilbert space dim(H) of the disorderaveraged values for ∆I and ∆n k=0 , with two limit values of the disorder strength: Φ/2π = 0.01 and 1 for V = 0.2. For Φ = 2π the fluctuations are seen to decay as a power law in dim(H), suggesting that thermalization takes place even when the system is maximally disordered. The fitting power-law exponent a = −0.53 ± 0.02 (−0.55 ± 0.02) for ∆I ( ∆n k=0 ) is consistent with the results of Ref. [55] , which shows that the exponent a ≈ −1/2 is a characteristic of thermalizing systems.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION.
We investigated the ergodic properties of a quasi-onedimensional chain subjected to disorder via a random vector potential in both the noninteracting and interacting cases. While in the former any arbitrarily small disorder induces single-particle localization, in the latter, small values of interactions are sufficient to lead to delocalization even for the largest possible disorder strength. We cannot claim that negligibly small interactions induce ergodicity since this is the limit in which finite-size effects are the largest. Nevertheless, the perturbative calculations of Ref. [48] indicate that this scenario is expected for Hamiltonians which display marginal Anderson localization in the noninteracting limit whose localization length critical exponent ν is larger than 1 in one-dimensional systems. That is precisely the case here [see Fig. 1(c) ], thus suggesting that any finite interactions will lead to delocalization, regardless of the disorder strength in systems with quenched disorder modeled as a random vector potential. We conclude by stressing that this delocalization scenario may be investigated with current state-ofthe-art techniques in optical lattices experiments.
Since the best value Φ c (ε, n) is always zero for the different polynomial orders n and different energy densities investigated, we can easily conclude Φ c = 0 in the thermodynamic limit; that is, any finite disorder in the random vector potentials promotes localization in the singleparticle picture. On the other hand, ν(ε, n) is more sensitive to the order of the polynomial used for the fittings. As an example, in Fig. 10 we systematically investigate how the exponent ν that scales the data depends on n for different energy densities. The results for larger polynomial orders display a remarkable convergence; therefore, we determine the energy-density-dependent critical exponent ν [ Fig. 1(c) ] by the average of ν(ε, n) for the four largest polynomial orders.
Appendix B: Symmetry-breaking field
The t−t −V model is nonintegrable for any nonzero t and displays Wigner-Dyson statistics for the level spacings in the thermodynamic limit. However, it is hard to numerically observe ergodicity (and associated thermalization) due to finite-size effects. In finite systems this is potentially compromised by extra symmetries which hinder the associated level repulsion. In the systems we study, with open boundary conditions, a mirror realspace symmetry is still present. To make sure the investigation of thermalization-localization transition starts from a thermal phase in the absence of disorder, we re- move this symmetry by adding a local chemical potential termĤ sb = µ 0n0 at one of the boundaries of the system.
We plot the mean value of the ratio of adjacent gaps in the middle half of the spectrum in Fig. 11 as a function of the local chemical potential strength µ 0 for different interactions V and system sizes L. While this chemical potential term is not relevant in the thermodynamic limit (since it is not extensive) the finite-size effects are largely reduced, especially for small system sizes, helping the average ratio of adjacent gaps to reach values closer to r GUE in the clean system. In all the results presented for the interacting case in this work, we choose µ 0 = 0.1. 
Appendix C: Distribution of the ratio of adjacent gaps
Finally, we show in Fig. 12 the ratio of adjacent gaps for increasing interactions V for the largest lattice where we use full diagonalization (L = 18). One can see that the Poisson distribution is obtained only in the noninteracting limit (associated with localization) and, for finite interactions, the distributions depart from this limit to essentially become equivalent to the GUE distribution for moderately large values of V . The increasing values of disorder help in reducing the finite-size effects for small interaction values, and the largest disorder amplitudes get closer to the distribution for ergodic systems in comparison to smaller ones.
